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Of course you would call this our opinion. We can’t promise you future results and all of that. But we can
tell you how we feel about this system and you can see the systems results which are based on the exact
entry and exit rules.

We trade at the money which means that we’re going to look to not have our underlying instrument have
to work hardly at all in order to give us an in the money score and simply expire in the money. So
therefore we’re going to look to take the position that gives us as close to a 100% return for the trade
that doesn’t need the underlying asset to move hardly at all even being slightly in the money if needed.

The fundamental concept mechanism of set up and entry behind OMNI20 has been around for a long time
and it’s a concept we invented many years ago. We use it in many different types of trading systems

outside of binary options. And in OMNI20 we stumbled upon a couple different approaches in
combination with this fundamental set up that has been quite fantastic.

Additionally with OMNI20 NADEX 2 Hour Binary Options System we focus on the one hour expiration
from the overlap of the 2 hour binary has a good pacing and a good feel while trading that I believe most
traders would appreciate especially if you’re just getting started out. Most people can’t handle the 5minute binary or even the 20-minute binary option expiration. They think they can and they can if they
practice it enough they can but those who are anxious to make money tend to skip steps in learning the
system. Not all personalities like that level of intensity so they would do much better with OMNI20.

Come check out more info

